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ABSTRACT

A new dynamic fatigue tester simulating knitted fabric deformation during use is proposed in this
paper. An image processing device was developed and used to model the loop geometry of a plain
knitted fabric. Based on the analysis of existing plain knitted fabrics, the geometrical modelling of
knitted loop propose the combination of different mathematical functions to describe the loop
geometry. A plain knitted fabric made of cotton commonly used in the clothing industry was
tested with the fatigue device at different cycles and then relaxed. Repeated elongation involved
permanent deformation depending on relaxation and number of cycles. The origins of
dimensional behaviour of knitted fabric after fatigue test were discussed.
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permanent deformation involved by a very
high number of cyclic elongations that
simulates the use of a knitted garment.
Several works in the past have examined the
dimensional behaviour of knitted fabrics at
rest or under constant forces. The key
element is the geometry of the knitted loop.
Pierce [12], Leaf [7,8,9], Doyle [4,5],
Munden [11], Postle [14], Derminoz et al.
[3], Araujo et al. [1], Semnani et al. [15] and
Choi et al [2] have signific antly contributed
to the geometric analysis of plain knitted
fabric. But in most cases, the plain knitted
fabric was described with very simple
geometrical shapes such as arcs of circle and
segments.

1. Introduction
Plain weft knitted fabrics from cotton are
very popular in clothing industry. Cotton,
being a non thermoplastic fibre, is unable to
be heat set. Dimensional properties of this
category of knitted fabric is widely affected
by external applied forces that could involve
permanent
deformations.
Repetitive
elongation is a very common form of
deformation in textile materials and
especially in knitted structures. Knitted
fabrics employed in clothing undergo a very
large number of elongations when putting
the apparel on or during body motion. The
loss of elasticity during use is one of the
most important problems that could affect
the long-term reliability of knitted garments
such as underwear and sportswear.

Alternatively the dimensional properties of
knitted fabrics were studied by some
researchers using the force method. In the
theoretical models of Postle et al. [13], and
Hepworth et al. [6] yarn was treated as a

At present, there is no any standard or
official procedure permitting to measure
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perfectly elastic structure that is naturally
straight. A theoretical work accomplished by
MacRoy et al [10] attempted to describe
load–extension phenomenon of plain knitted
fabrics. MacRoy’s Model emphasized
slippage between loops and applied load
with loop elements being straightened.

regular geometries such arcs of circle,
segments or hexagons.
In our work, we tempted to model the stitch
geometry using curves governed by special
mathematical functions. In order to come
closer to the real geometric configuration of
the stitch, the parameters of the
mathematical functions were obtained from
image processing of really existing knitted
loops.

We propose to study the dimensional
behaviour of a plain knitted fabric made of
cotton under cyclic elongations. First, a
geometrical modeling of the knitted loop
based on image processing was established.
Then, an experimental fatigue apparatus
permitting to obtain large number of axial
periodical deformations was designed and
constructed. This fatigue apparatus has been
associated with the image processing device
permitting then the measurement of fabric
permanent deformations. This fatigue test
that simulates the use of a knitted garment
permitted to judge the fabric aptitude to
recover its initial dimensions after cyclic
elongations and to explain phenomena
associated to this kind of constraints such as
loop deformation, yarn elasticity and fibres
slippage. These data present a great interest
to fabric and clothing manufacturers who
can do more judicious choices concerning
yarn and knitted structure characteristics.

The examination of plain knitted fabric by
using an optical microscope with adequate
enlargement showed that the stitch present a
symmetry axis ∆ (Fig. 1). First, modelling
half a loop with a polynomial function of the
third degree was tried, but preliminary
testing showed that this assumption led to a
modelled loop presenting an angular point at
the head and at the foot when joining left
and right half a loop together. Then we had
the idea to model the three elements of half
a loop separately. In order to avoid the
angular point, the head and the foot of half a
loop were modelled by using strophoidal
functions:

(

F(x) = m t - x
t+x

0, 5

x

(1)

The interest of this kind of function is that
the mathematical analysis showed the
presence of horizontal and vertical tangents
at the points defined by the coordinates
(0.62t, 0.3mt) and
(t, 0) (Fig. 2). Two
curves zones CF1 and CF2 described by two
strophoidal functions F1 and F2 defined in
the interval [0.62t, t] were used to model
respectively the head and the foot of half a
loop. CF2 was straightened with π/2
rotation.

2. Material and methods
2.1 Geometric modelling of knitted loop
In the literature, the geometry of a plain
knitted fabric loop was often described with
simple theoretical models based on
particular assumptions. That means that the
loop shape was assumed to be composed of
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Figure 1. Plain knitted fabric observed with optical microscope

Figure 2. Strophoidal function
The loop leg was modelled by using the
polynomial function:
P (x) = ax3 +bx

curve zone described by the polynomial
function defined in the interval [-d, d] can be
used to model the leg of half a loop. Points
A and B correspond to the contact points
between adjacent loops in the same plain
knitted fabric wale. The two curves zones
corresponding to the head and the foot of
half a loop are joined with the loop leg curve
forming then half a loop (Fig. 4). The whole
loop is then obtained by joining together two
symmetrical half a loop (Fig. 5).

(2)

The analysis of this function showed the
presence of two horizontal tangents at the
points
A (-d, 0) and B (d, 0), where

d =

- b (Fig. 3). After π/2 rotation, the
3a
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Figure 3. Polynomial function

Figure 4. Half a loop elements

Figure 5. Modelled loop

The mathematical analysis of the strophoidal
and the polynomial functions permitted to

w = 2{0.38( t1 + t2 ) - 23 bd }
h = 0.3( m1t1 + m2t2 ) + 2d
c = 2d
t1
1
1
l = 2( 0.38
•ç
t1 0.62t1 F1(x) dx + 0.38t 2

calculate the following loop dimensional
parameters:

(3)
(4)
(5)
t2

F2(x)dx + 21d
0. 62t 2

•ç

Where w is the loop’s width, h is the loop’s
height, c is the distance between two
adjacent plain knitted fabric rows and l is the
loop’s length.
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The aim of the image processing device was
to be able to model the loop of a plain
knitted fabric from a picture numerically
acquired with an optical microscope. For
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this purpose a program was written with
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 software. First,
the loop was virtually localized with a
rectangle, then four points corresponding to
the contact points with adjacent loops
(points A and B) and to the ends of half a
loop (points C and D) were pointed with the
computer mouse. The developed program
extracts the coordinates of the four points
and calculates the functions and the loop
dimensional parameters as indicated above.

2.2. Experimental fatigue tester
In knitted structure load-deformation test,
special clamps presenting two rolls should
be used in order to avoid the sample
destruction near grabbing zones. Fatigue test
could last many hours, the knitted sample
should be then correctly grabbed. For the
purpose of this work two roll clamps for
knitted fabrics were fabricated according the
French standard NF G 07-140 (Fig. 6).
Theses clamps normally used with traction
dynamometer will be mounted on the fatigue
tester.

Figure 6. Roll clamps
The fatigue tester (Fig. 7) is essentially
composed of a fixed clamp and a mobile
clamp mounted on a carrier. The carrier is
guided with two cylindrical guiding bars
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socket joint. The rotating disk is fixed on an
electrical motor shaft. The motor turns at
100 round/minute and generates a cyclic

displacement of the mobile clamp with 40
mm amplitude.

Figure 7. Fatigue tester
The tested sample is 200 mm long and 50
mm width. The initial distance between
clamps is 100 mm (100 mm was used to
grab the sample ) according to the French
standard NF G 07-140. We pla nned to test
the fatigue of a plain knitted fabric with
traction in the wale direction at four
different numbers of cycles. The tested plain
knitted fabric had the following features:
-

-

Machine gauge: 26 needle/inch
Row density: 13.18 row per cm
Wale density: 11.07 wale per cm

After fatigue test, every sample was relaxed
at rest on a flat surface. Row per cm and
wale per cm were regularly measured during
relaxation.

Yarn: cotton, 40 tex
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relaxation with the different fatigue test
numbers of cycles. Each point in the figures
is the mean of five measurements at
different positions of the sample.

3. Results
Figure 8 and figure 9 show the evolution of
row per cm and wale per cm during

Figure 8. Evolution of wale per cm with relaxation time

Figure 9. Evolution of row per cm with relaxation time

The repeated traction decreased row per cm
and increased wale per cm and increasing
the number of cycles further decreased row
per cm and increased wale per cm. The
fatigue test involved lengthening in the wale
direction and shrinkage in the row direction.
This deformation was preserved when
fatigue test was stopped but decreased
progressively with relaxation. Row per cm
increased rapidly between 0 and 400 hours
relaxation, then increased slowly in an
asymptotic shape but never reaches value
Article Designation: Refereed

before fatigue test (13.18 row per cm).
Similar observations were obtained with the
decrease of wale per cm. Fatigue test
involved a permanent biaxial deformation
depending on the number of cycles.
In order to understand physical phenomena
resulting from fatigue test, we compared the
geometrical characteristics of the plain
knitted fabric before and after 15000 cycles
test.
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Before fatigue test

After fatigue test
(15000 cycles)

w (cm)

0,090

0,080

h (cm)

0,116

0,132

l (cm)

0,368

0,419

Table I. Loop’s dimensions before and after fatigue test
Table I summarizes the loop dimensions
obtained from the image processing
procedure described above. Each value of
the table is the mean of five measurements
at different positions of the sample. We can
clearly see that loop’s height increased and
loop’s width decreased similarly to the
variation of row per cm and wale per cm
previously observed. Simultaneously, the
fatigue deformation involved an increase of
loop’s length of approximately 14%.

yarn is maximum after it has been knitted
into a fabric, but when the fabric is fully
relaxed, the internal energy is at its
minimum. During relaxation row per cm
increased and wale per cm decreased due to
internal energy variation. Similarly, Munden
[11] led an experimental study showing that
plain knitted fabric dimensions change
during relaxation because of loop’s length
changes, but tend to reach a stable
equilibrium state. Experimental observations
by Doyle [5] confirmed the dependence of
fabric dimensions on the loop’s length of
plain knitted fabrics.

4. Discussion
Fatigue test is a dynamic test that simulates
deformation applied on fabric during
wearing. The application of this test on a
plain knitted fabric made of cotton involved
deformations that decrease with relaxation.
After elongation, spun yarns do not recover
initial dimensions instantaneously but
progressively with time. The partial
recovery of the knitted fabric dimensions
during relaxation can be explained by the
hysteresis phenomenon of spun yarns. This
recovery can be incomplete depending on
the initial elongation. In our case, the plain
knitted fabric made of cotton undergone an
important permanent deformation after
fatigue test and relaxation. This deformation
is about 12% lengthening in the wale
direction and 6% shrinkage in the row
direction after 1300 hours (approximately 2
months) relaxation with 15000 cycles
fatigue test.

Measurements of loop’s height, width and
length performed by image processing show
that loop’s deformation involved by cyclic
traction corresponds to a variation of loop’s
height, loop’s width and also loop’s length.
Immediately after fatigue test, friction
between the loops temporarily maintains the
loop shape, but that shape will changes
progressively. At fully relaxed state, all
frictional forces vanished since there is no
more relative movement.
The permanent deformation obtained after
fatigue test can be explained by plastic
deformation due to fibre slippage and/or
fibre permanent extension. Fibre slippage
phenomenon depends on bending and
torsion of the yarn, while fibre permanent
extension
depends
on
the
fibre
viscoelasticity. It would be very interesting
to simulate fibres slippage in the knitted
yarns in order to predict without
experiments permanent deformations due to
fabric fatigue, but there is no suitable yarn
bending model in the literature. One major
reason is that the complicated movement of

Similar observations have been formulated
by Choi et al. [2] concerning dimension
evolution of relaxed plain knitted fabric after
knitting process. He explained, by using an
energy approach, that internal energy in the
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fibres in the yarn during bending
deformation can not be simulated
satisfactorily. Once this problem is solved,
plain knitted fabric fatigue could be
predicted by starting with the fibre
properties.

A new geometrical modelling of the knitted
loop based on image processing of existing
plain knitted fabrics was proposed. It
suggests to model the different elements of a
loop with strophoidal and polynomial
functions. The fatigue test applied to a plain
knitted fabric made of cotton involved a
variation of fabric dimensions and a
permanent deformation that persists after
relaxation. This permanent deformation
depends widely on the number of repetitive
cycles. The analysis of the loop geometry
with the image processing device permitted
to conclude that deformation involved by
fatigue test corresponds to a displacement
and a lengthening of the yarn composing the
loop.

5. Conclusions
We have developed a new experimental
device permitting to test dimensional
behaviour of knitted fabric under large
number of cyclic elongations. This dynamic
tester simulates knitted fabric deformation
during garment wearing. It was associated
with an image processing device in order to
measure fabric and loop deformation. The
developed devices are practical tools that
can be used by fabric and clothing
manufacturers in order to evaluate long-term
elasticity of the knitted fabric used in
stretchable garments such as underwear and
sportswear.

Substantial theoretical study aiming to
model fibre slippage in the yarn and fibre
viscoelasticity is necessary in order to
understand hysteresis phenomena of spun
yarns and to predict plain knitted fabric
dimensional behaviour from yarn and fibre
properties.
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